The U18 Springfield Jr. Thunderbirds CHAMPIONS!
The U18 Springfield Jr. Thunderbirds win the EHF U18 Tier 1Half-Season title! On Saturday, November 17th
the U18 Jr. TBirds took on the Boston Jr. Terriers at the NE Sports Center in the semifinal game. The Jr. TBirds took
advantage of a three-goal second period to put themselves up, 4-2, and never looked back. Pressure by the Jr. TBirds
defense held back the Jr. Terrier attack in the third period to seal the deal for the Jr. Thunderbirds. Forward Ryan
Antkowiak tallied three points (2G, 1A), including the game-winning goal. As a team, nine players helped to amass
twelve points (6G, 6A). The game ended with the Jr. TBirds taking the victory over the Jr. Terriers, 6-3, advancing
them to the championship game the next day.
On Sunday, November 18th the U18 Jr. TBirds faced the Boston Jr. Huskies. The U18s had plenty of momentum
following their semifinal victory. The game began with the Jr. Huskies scoring twice in a 1:05 span late into the first
period. The Jr. TBirds wouldn’t let the deficit last long, as Connor Matthews got them on the board with a goal at
3:40 of the second period. Adam Poetto would then capitalize on the man-advantage for the TBirds with a powerplay goal at 6:49 to tie the game, 2-2. The Jr. Huskies would close out scoring in the second period, netting one at the
4:46 mark to regain the lead, 3-2. The game would head deep into third period when Marco Agruso scored his first
goal of the weekend to even the score, 3-3. Defense would keep the game knotted at the end of regulation, but not
before the Jr. Huskies were called for holding with 15 seconds remaining in the period. This penalty would prove
costly, as the Jr. TBirds would be given a 4-on-3 opportunity heading into overtime. The man-advantage would once
again prove rewarding for the Jr. TBirds, as defenseman Ryan Antkowiak scored the championship-winning goal at
1:33 of the overtime period. The Jr. Thunderbirds took the title in a 4-3 game in OT.
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“There was no one between me and the goal,” Antkowiak recalled following the game. “I thought, might as well
shoot on net and see what happens, and it ended up going in.” For Antkowiak and his Jr. TBird teammates, there’s
a sense of satisfaction winning the U18 title after finishing runner-up the previous year. “We always grind and we
always comeback,” Antkowiak said while holding his championship plaque. “There’s a lot of heart in this team
and I love it.”
Matthews looked back at the season overall, “The team has performed well this year based on speed and
goaltending. Both have contributed to our success!”
U18 Springfield Jr. Thunderbirds

Players: Matthew Abery, Marco Agruso, Ryan Antkowiak, Dylan Baker, Tyler Gazdik, Ryan Ginnett, Patrick
Greene, Austin Kareta, Matthew Kowal, Connor Matthews, Jack McAuliffe, Ryan Moorhouse, Brendan O'Connor,
Adam Poetto, Keane Smith, Francesco Soares, Jordan Torres, Zachary Varney; Coaches: Rob Matthews, Matt
Kowal
Special thanks to Matt LaRochelle (EHF Media/Communications Director, USPHL) for game highlights.

